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Proteinogenic amino acids can be produced on or delivered to a planet via impacting abiotic sources and consequently were likely present before the emergence of life on Earth. However, the role that these materials played in prebiotic scenarios remains an open question, in part because little is known about the survivability and reactivity of astrophysical organic compounds upon impact with a planetary surface. To this end, we use a force-matched semi-empirical quantum simulation method to study impacts of aqueous proteinogenic amino acids at conditions reaching 48 GPa and 3000 K. Here, we probe a relatively unstudied mechanism for prebiotic synthesis where sudden heating and pressurization causes condensation of complex carbon-rich structures from mixtures of glycine, the simplest protein-forming amino acid. These carbon-containing clusters are stable on short timescales and undergo a fundamental structural transition upon expansion and cooling from predominantly sp³-bonded tetrahedral-like moieties to those that are more sp²-bonded and planar. The recovered sp²-bonded structures include large nitrogen containing polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (NPAHs) with a number of different functional groups and embedded bonded regions akin to oligo-peptides. A number of small organic molecules with prebiotic relevance are also predicted to form. This work presents an alternate route to gas-phase synthesis for the formation of NPAHs of high complexity and highlights the significance of both the thermodynamic path and local chemical self-assembly in forming prebiotic species during shock synthesis. Our results help determine the role of comets and other celestial bodies in both the delivery and synthesis of potentially significant life building compounds on early Earth.

1 Introduction

Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) are thought to contribute a substantial portion to the interstellar carbon census, and are generally considered to have formed in circumstellar environments through gas-phase radical reactions.1,2 Related heterocycles such as nitrogen-containing polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (NPAHs) are important prebiotic precursors in the synthesis of nucleobases,3 and along with PAHs could constitute significant aerosol intermediates in the atmosphere of Titan.4 Small NPAHs of extraterrestrial origin have been recovered from meteorites;5,6 and can be obtained through sequential, gas-phase chemistry mediated by radicals.7,8 However, it is known that NPAH molecules such as adenine and uracil have particularly short lifetimes under the intense ultraviolet irradiation present in space near Earth,2 and some gas-phase synthetic pathways are known to be energetically unfavorable.7 In addition, a gas-phase reaction study yielded NPAHs of no greater complexity than isoquinoline,2 whereas aromatic compounds of greater size and complexity could be necessary to spur the creation of functionalized prebiotic polymeric material.9 Another possibility for the formation of extraterrestrial NPAHs and their delivery to Earth is through the chemical transformation of organic precursors subject to the extreme and rapidly changing thermodynamic states realized during an impact event.

Impacts on planetary surfaces can be divided into three distinct thermodynamic phases. Upon impact with a surface, the resulting shock wave will rapidly compress the individual icy grains within an astrophysical icy material to high pressure-temperature states on time scales on the order of 10’s of picoseconds.10–12 The sudden rise to intense pressures and temperatures can affect product branching pathways and reactions before the material breaks apart and begins to interact chemically with compounds extant on the planet’s surface and in its atmosphere. An angle of impact low to the horizon can generate
thermodynamic conditions that promote complex chemistry, including synthesis of amino acids and small peptides.\textsuperscript{14,16} Reactive conditions likely persist after arrival of the expansion wave due to the remaining high temperature state, before cooling occurs.\textsuperscript{37} Cycling through all three thermodynamic phases has been shown to yield significant concentrations of simple organic precursors in these systems.\textsuperscript{18,19}

Recent experimental observations\textsuperscript{20,21} confirming the presence of the protein-forming amino acid glycine in comets lend support to cometary impact as a possible source for delivering simple amino acids to ancient Earth.\textsuperscript{18,19,20,21–27} Laboratory experiments and theoretical studies show that impacting simple chemical mixtures can form more complicated nitrogen-containing species, including small heterocycles and amino acids.\textsuperscript{18,19,24,26} The possibilities for impact-initiated chemistry starting from more complicated precursors such as glycine are perhaps even more diverse. Glycine has the ability to polymerize under high temperature conditions,\textsuperscript{28} and can form a peptide nucleic acid that can serve as a template for ribonucleic acid (RNA) synthesis.\textsuperscript{29} Shaking frozen mixtures of simple amino acids such as glycine or alanine in the presence of a silicate was shown to facilitate condensation into short peptide chains in a laboratory model for cometary impact.\textsuperscript{25,27} Although oligomers up to the trimer were observed, a mass census of reactant and product concentrations revealed that most of the precursor molecules decomposed into other unidentified products for strong shocks ($P > 25$ GPa).

However, to date shock synthesis studies have been too limited in scope to yield a fundamental understanding of the polymerization and condensation reactions that can result in the creation of large molecule materials. It is possible that simple prebiotic precursors created during an initial impact would experience additional impact conditions during periods of heavy bombardment on early Earth,\textsuperscript{24} yielding sequential synthesis pathways. Large bodies from space are also carriers of more complex prebiotic materials. For example, in addition to amino acids, dipeptides (\textit{i.e.}, an amino acid dimer) likely exist in interstellar ices.\textsuperscript{30} Assuming survival upon delivery to Earth by meteorites and comets, these extraterrestrial compounds could have acted as catalysts in the formation of sugars and enzymes.\textsuperscript{31} The origins of our homochiral world (\textit{e.g.}, left-handed amino acids) could have resulted from exposure of interstellar amino acids to circularly polarized radiation.\textsuperscript{32} The actual involvement of all prebiotic material in life-forming chemistry on Earth would be dictated in large part by their reactivity during an impact event. To the best of our knowledge, a detailed mechanistic understanding of shock synthesis of prebiotic carbohydrates is still mostly lacking, from both exogenous and terrestrial starting material. In this work, we address this issue by helping to elucidate the underlying physical and chemical principles that could have governed the types of highly complex life building molecules that could have been produced from impact events on early Earth.

Quantum-based molecular dynamics (QMD) methods such as Kohn–Sham Density Functional Theory (\textit{DFT}) can yield atomic-level information about reaction rates and mechanisms that can help predict possible synthetic routes for experiments.\textsuperscript{18,24} DFT is known to yield accurate information on the breaking and forming of covalent bonds in condensed phases (\textit{e.g.}, ref. 35 and 36), particularly under extreme pressures and temperatures.\textsuperscript{37–39} However, DFT-MD simulations are too computationally intensive to probe beyond picosecond and nanometer time and length scales, whereas chemical equilibrium under these conditions can take nanoseconds or longer to be achieved.\textsuperscript{40–42} Semi-empirical methods such as the density functional tight binding (\textit{DFTB}) method\textsuperscript{44,45} combine approximate quantum mechanics with empirical functions to offer an efficient alternative that is orders of magnitude less computationally intensive while retaining a high degree of accuracy. The computational efficiency of DFTB allows for initiating many independent simulations concurrently to generate trajectories that can approach chemical equilibrium timescales.\textsuperscript{48–51} This relatively high throughput allows for running multiple independent MD simulations and gathering of ensemble statistics, which can inform the interpretation of noisy experimental results and validate coarse-grained models (\textit{e.g.}, equations of state) for large-scale simulations.

Here, we combine an ensemble methodology with a tailored force-matched DFTB model to predict the response of impacting glycine-water mixtures. Using a model thermodynamic path for cometary impact, we demonstrate a novel synthetic pathway to obtain large NPAHs and numerous other metabolically and astrobiologically relevant products. We show that nitrogen-rich sp\textsuperscript{3}-bonded tetrahedral-like clusters form from impacted glycine-rich icy cometary materials under high pressures and temperatures and reassemble into exceptionally large sp\textsuperscript{2}-bonded NPAH molecules during adiabatic expansion. Detailed structural analysis reveals complicated and dynamic physico-chemical changes during the formation and subsequent unfolding of NPAHs as they evolve along the model thermodynamic path. Chemical assembly during impacts presents a new synthesis route that may yield substantially larger and more complex NPAH molecules than are currently known to form in the gas phase.

2 Methods

Briefly, the DFTB method assumes neutral, spherically symmetric charge densities on the atoms and expands the DFT Hamiltonian to second-order in charge fluctuations. The DFTB total energy is then expressed as:

$$E_{\text{DFTB}} = E_{\text{BS}} + E_{\text{Coul}} + E_{\text{Rep}} + E_{\text{Disp}}.$$  

Here, $E_{\text{BS}}$ is the electronic band structure energy, which is evaluated within a tight-binding framework,\textsuperscript{22} $E_{\text{Coul}}$ captures charge transfer between atoms, $E_{\text{Rep}}$ is an empirical term that accounts for ionic repulsion and Kohn–Sham double counting terms, and $E_{\text{Disp}}$ is an empirical dispersion term. Parameters for $E_{\text{BS}}$ and $E_{\text{Coul}}$ were taken from the mio-1-1 parameterization available at [http://www.dftb.org], a typical off-the-shelf parameter set for organic systems and biomolecules.\textsuperscript{44,48,51–56} It was previously shown that DFTB can recover DFT-level accuracy for systems under reactive conditions through tuning $E_{\text{Rep}}$ to
DFT computed forces or training sets.\textsuperscript{46–48,50,57–61} Hence, most of the generic $E_{\text{Rep}}$ interactions in the mio-1-1 parameterization were replaced with force-matched ones (discussed below) that were determined specifically for aqueous glycine chemistry. Universal force field dispersion terms\textsuperscript{62} were used for $E_{\text{Disp}}$.

All DFTB simulations were performed using the LAMMPS software package\textsuperscript{63} with forces and stresses evaluated by the DFTB$^+$ code.\textsuperscript{44} The simulation cell was three-dimensionally periodic and contained an initial 1:1 solution of 16 glycine molecules and 16 H$_2$O molecules (208 atoms) at density 1.0 g cm$^{-3}$. We chose to study highly concentrated glycine-water solutions as glycine and water can phase-separate at very moderate pressures compared to those considered in our shock synthesis study.\textsuperscript{65} Highly concentrated glycine mixtures are representative of this possible phase separation, and also can accelerate the glycine chemistry over the relatively small time and spatial scales we wish to examine here. The electronic structure was evaluated at the $\Gamma$-point only, without spin polarization, and with the electronic temperature\textsuperscript{66} set equal to the instantaneous ionic temperature. Dynamics were integrated using a 0.2 fs time step and extended Lagrangian Born–Oppenheimer equations of motion,\textsuperscript{67–70} which allowed us to reduce the number of self-consistent charge cycles per step to four. Isothermal-isochoric (NVT) portions of the trajectory were performed using a Nosé–Hoover-style thermostat.\textsuperscript{71,72} Simulations of isothermal compression to 2.5 g cm$^{-3}$ were performed using NVT/SLLOD, and post-compression adiabatic expansions were performed using the DOLLS (NVE) algorithm.\textsuperscript{73–75} DFT trajectories were generated for force matching purposes using the Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package\textsuperscript{76} (VASP) with the Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE) generalized gradient approximation functional,\textsuperscript{77} projector-augmented wave (PAW) potentials,\textsuperscript{78,79} and Grimme D2 dispersion corrections.\textsuperscript{80} Snapshots of atomic configurations were generated using Visual Molecular Dynamics\textsuperscript{81} (VMD).

Cometary impact and subsequent fracture into small, rapidly cooling fragments was modeled through a multi-step thermodynamic path. First, a thermally equilibrated configuration for 1:1 glycine-water solution at 298 K and 1.0 g cm$^{-3}$ was generated with a 10 ps NVT simulation using DFTB with all parameters taken from mio-1-1. Then, the system was isothermally and isotropically compressed to 2.5 g cm$^{-3}$ over a 10 ps interval and heated to 3000 K over another 10 ps using a linear temperature ramp. We used this result to seed a 10 ps DFT-MD trajectory at $T=3000$ K, and created our training set by extracting atomic forces from configurations taken every 100 fs from the last 5 ps, for a total of 50 configurations. Similar to previous work, we represented the repulsive energy by a pairwise ninth-order polynomial with linear coefficients determined through a force-matching procedure.\textsuperscript{6,44} Force matching helps maximize the data from our DFT-MD simulations by tuning $E_{\text{Rep}}$ to the 3N forces available from each sampled MD configuration (where $N$ is the number of atoms in the simulation). Potential functions for N–N, O–O, and N–O interactions were omitted from the fit due to poor sampling, and repulsive energies from mio-1-1 were used here instead. An additional penalty function\textsuperscript{48} was applied to avoid sampling interatomic distances shorter than those sampled in our training set. Additional details regarding DFTB model validation are provided in the ESI.\textsuperscript{†}

Ten statistically independent MD simulations were spawned with our force-matched DFTB model starting from uncorrelated configurations taken from the DFT-MD simulation and with different initial velocities to create an ensemble of simulations. Our simulations were performed at $T=3000$ K for up to 200 ps. Each system was then expanded adiabatically and isotropically over an approximately 150 ps interval back to the initial density (1.0 g cm$^{-3}$) and then cooled to 298 K over 200 ps using an NVT linear temperature ramp. A final 10 ps simulation was run for each system at 298 K to verify that each system was approximately at equilibrium. This yielded total trajectory times of $\sim$550 ps. Impact of a comet with a planetary surface will cause the icy body to fragment and the ejecta to be dispersed throughout the planetary atmosphere.\textsuperscript{84} Explosive disintegration of icy bodies can also occur upon entering the Earth’s atmosphere.\textsuperscript{84} These processes result in the creation of icy particles between 100 microns to 10 meters in diameter,\textsuperscript{85} all of which can experience cycling through thermodynamic states at timescales similar to those studied here.

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Model cometary impact process

The manifold of thermodynamic states traversed by a typical simulation is shown in Fig. 1 starting from the high temperature and pressure state point. Concentrations of C–C, C–N, and C–O bonds were analyzed using a combined bond distance and lifetime criteria following the approach described in the ESI.\textsuperscript{†} We observe a relatively constant pressure of 48 GPa during simulation under hot, compressed conditions, followed by a rapid decrease to a nominal atmospheric value upon expansion. At this point the system temperature decreases to $\sim$1400 K, after which we use a linear temperature ramp to cool down to 298 K. Under high $T/P$ conditions, the number of C–C bonds systematically increases while the number of C–N bonds decreases, indicating that the system does not reach chemical equilibrium on the timescales of our simulations. The concentration of all three bond types stabilizes at a constant value halfway through the expansion. The temperature, pressure, and chemical composition do not vary during the final equilibration, indicating that the system has likely reached a metastable state.

3.2 Formation and evolution of NPAHs

We observe the formation of oxygen-terminated carbon/nitrogen clusters with sp$^3$-like bonding under the extreme conditions studied here (Fig. 2). Upon adiabatic expansion, these clusters chemically and structurally rearrange to form sp$^3$ graphite-like sheets. Specifically, adiabatic expansion induces a rapid chemical transformation from carbon/nitrogen clusters into stable nitrogen-containing polyaromatic hydrocarbons (NPAHs). The aromatic structure produced during the first half of the expansion persists without further significant chemical changes through both the cool down and equilibration stages of the simulation. Seven of the ten simulations in our ensemble
exhibited formation of planar NPAH sheets, with the others exhibiting more complicated three-dimensional geometries including multiple sheets joined by one or more bridged rings. Most of the NPAHs exhibit functionalized perimeters, including aromatic heterocycles such as furans and pyrroles, along with carboxyl, amine, and alcohol groups.

Statistics generated through our ensemble of expansion and cooling simulations allow for the identification of systematic trends in the formation and evolution of the NPAHs. A molecular analysis was performed on each trajectory using the same bond distance criteria to identify the NPAH molecules and other smaller species as before. Three metrics were applied to characterize each instantaneous NPAH configuration, namely the population of sp³ and sp² bonded carbon atoms, the atomic composition, and the aspect ratio. The number of sp² and sp³ bonded carbon atoms was computed by counting the number of nearest neighbors of each carbon atom within a cutoff of 1.9 Å (i.e., the first minimum in the radial distribution function). The instantaneous aspect ratio, \( \frac{L_{\text{max}}}{L_{\text{min}}} \), of the NPAHs can yield a sense for the timescale over which the carbon-nitrogen cluster morphologies change. This was obtained by first computing the minimum and maximum dimensions, \( L_{\text{min}} \) and \( L_{\text{max}} \), of the molecule along its principle axes of rotation. Clusters exhibiting more sp³-like bonding will tend to have relatively similar values of \( L_{\text{min}} \) and \( L_{\text{max}} \), whereas those with more sp²-like bonding will tend to exhibit planar morphologies with subsequently larger aspect ratios. Molecular dimensions were defined by projecting the unwrapped Cartesian atomic coordinates onto the instantaneous principle axes, taking the maximum projected displacement between any two atoms along a given axis as the molecular length along that direction. Fig. 3 shows a quartile analysis of the sp² and sp³ bonded carbon populations, the atomic composition of the NPAHs, and the aspect ratio computed across all ten simulations and within contiguous non-overlapping 20 ps windows.

The qualitative change in NPAH carbon bonding structure from sp³ to sp² consistently manifests in every simulation in our ensemble. Fig. 3(a) reveals that while the initial carbon/nitrogen
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**Fig. 1** Time histories for the (a) temperature, (b) pressure, and (c) concentration of C–C, C–N, and C–O bonds during a typical simulation as the system passes through high temperature and pressure, adiabatic expansion, cool down, and equilibration stages. Start and end times for each stage are shown with dashed lines. All plotted quantities were block averaged in contiguous non-overlapping 5 ps windows.

**Fig. 2** Snapshots of the simulation cell taken at selected points in the thermodynamic path used to model cometary impact. Atom colors are respectively cyan, blue, red, and white for carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, and hydrogen. The periodic simulation cell is drawn with green lines.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1:1 H₂O:Gly Solution</th>
<th>High T/P</th>
<th>Hot Intermediates</th>
<th>Recovered Products</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(298 K, 1.0 g cm⁻³)</td>
<td>(3000 K, 2.5 g cm⁻³)</td>
<td>(1400 K, 1.0 g cm⁻³)</td>
<td>(298 K, 1.0 g cm⁻³)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Clayton: Clusters of sp3 and sp2 bonded carbons, nearly all of those carbons reconfigure to an sp2 coordination by halfway through the expansion. The three simulations that exhibited unique sp3 bridged rings are clearly identified by the 3rd and 1st quartiles for sp3 and sp2 populations, respectively.

Fig. 3(b) reveals similarly significant changes in the chemical composition of the NPAHs during the expansion. Practically all of the carbon atoms (≈31) and most of the nitrogen atoms (≈12) supplied by the initial glycine molecules condense to form clusters during high T/P conditions. The populations within the clusters of all four atom types decrease with time (implying shrinking of cluster size), with the most significant decreases due to loss of hydrogen and oxygen. This is perhaps not surprising as the oxygen and hydrogen atoms are generally in terminal positions surrounding the initial carbon/nitrogen clusters. Relatively few carbon and nitrogen atoms are emitted from the clusters, with those atoms going on to form small molecule species. As was the case for carbon bonding chemistry, the atomic composition of the NPAHs is generally stable after halfway through the expansion.

The NPAH geometries exhibit a diversity of shapes, which can be seen in spread of the aspect ratio (Fig. 3(c)), particularly after cool down. The initial carbon/nitrogen clusters are roughly ellipsoidal and show little variation between the independent simulations. The expansion forms sp2 bonded sheets which exhibit warped geometries that steadily unfold as they are cooled down. The three cases with sp3 bridged rings (Fig. 4) retain a more globular shape, whereas some of the NPAHs grow quite large and become nearly planar. Despite the relative stability in NPAH chemistry after their initial formation, the NPAHs have clearly not yet achieved mechanical equilibrium, as seen in the systematic increase in median aspect ratio even into the final equilibration stage.

### 3.3 Formation of small chemical compounds

Fig. 5 shows simulated mass spectra computed by combining the recovered products obtained at the end of each trajectory in the ensemble of expansion simulations. The diversity in NPAH size is readily apparent, with snapshots of the smallest (346 amu) and largest (676 amu) species shown as insets in the figure. Numerous small organic and inorganic compounds are also predicted to form along with the NPAHs during rapid adiabatic expansion. Some of these peaks are identified, including ammonia and water, carbon dioxide, and significant quantities of carbamic acid (NH2COOH). Particularly noteworthy organic products are discussed below.

Fig. 6 shows selected organic products that were recovered from our ensemble of expansion and cooling simulations. Two products with an sp carbon–carbon triple bond were identified. These were produced in the same simulation that also yielded the smallest NPAH in the ensemble (346 amu). One of the sp products is a substituted pyrrole and the other an unbranched and unsaturated amine-terminated chain. Substituted pyroles
similar to the one formed in our simulations could serve as important precursors in the formation of specific pyrrole derivatives including biologically relevant macrocycles such as porphyrins.86,87 Functional groups with unsaturated carbon–carbon bonds are possible sites for addition reactions that could bridge multiple pyrroles or undergo further ring-closure reactions. A longer five backbone carbon chain was also identified, reminiscent of the oligomers produced in shock experiments performed on glycine and alanine.25,27

Several different recovered species are known metabolic products or intermediates, including guanidine, urea, and carbamic acid. We also note that guanidine is an important structural component in the proteinogenic amino acid arginine. Two small molecular species with sp² carbon–carbon double bonds were identified, namely ketene and 1-aminoethenol. The latter is a possible intermediate in the pyrolysis of acetamide,88 and stable chemical analogues are known to be rare.89 Ketenes, such as the unsubstituted one found here, are highly reactive intermediate species that are commonly associated with cycloadditions.89 Asymmetric substituted ketenes can also react to form new chiral centers.90

As noted previously, the NPAH molecules formed in our simulations often exhibit functionalized edges. In some cases, pyrrole and furan groups form that are connected to the central aromatic polycycle only through a single bond. These may serve as sources for the production of isolated monocycles such as the sp-substituted pyrrole noted above through a single bond scission. In other cases (sometimes on the same NPAH), pyrrole and furan rings form as part of the polycycle periphery, which are possible active sites for further reactions. Moieties reminiscent of amino acids with neighboring amine and carboxyl groups were also found along the periphery of NPAHs. It is highly likely that chemical reactivity in these systems would be enhanced by the presence of catalytic surfaces such as silicates,25,27 which is the subject of future work.

4 Conclusions

Detailed chemical mechanisms that operate during impacts are relatively unstudied compared to those analyzed through traditional gas-phase computational chemistry owing to the significant configurational complexity of hot compressed condensed phases and a dynamically evolving potential energy surface. We have sampled these processes through ensembles of quantum-based molecular dynamics simulations to ascertain the dominant chemical trends typical of an impacting astrophysical icy mixture containing amino acids. Our results provide a detailed roadmap for the possible shock synthesis of functionalized materials from impacting glycine-water mixtures, especially for the synthesis of nitrogen-containing polyaromatic hydrocarbons (NPAHs) as well as small prebiotic precursors.

The high pressures and temperatures accessed here uniformly caused rapid decomposition of the glycine molecules

Fig. 5 Simulated mass spectra for recovered products computed from the ensemble of expansion simulations over the final equilibration portion of each trajectory.

Fig. 6 Small organic product species and example functionalized NPAHs recovered from the final equilibration portion of the trajectories.
and condensation of the products into large C–N bonded oligomers with predominantly sp³ character. Expansion and cooling caused the oligomers to flatten out into largely planar NPAH structures with a wide variety of functional groups on their peripheries. These include substituted pyrroles, amino acid moieties, and terminal furans. All of these groups could conceivably yield additional metastable C–N bonded species with increased complexity such as polypeptides and nucleic acids that might unfold from the predominantly sp³-bonded clusters generated during impact of glycine-rich icy cometary materials. These predictions indicate an alternative synthesis route through shock synthesis that may yield substantially larger and more complex NPAH molecules than are currently known to form in the gas phase. Our simulations also yielded a number of additional metastable C–N bonded species with increased complexity such as polypeptides and nucleic acids that might pertain to the chemical building blocks for the origins of life.
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